
CHAP T E R

14

Indexing

Pratie Exerises

14.1 Indies speed query proessing, but it is usually a bad idea to reate indies on

every attribute, and every ombination of attributes, that are potential searh

keys. Explain why.

14.2 Is it possible in general to have two lustering indies on the same relation for

di�erent searh keys? Explain your answer.

14.3 Construt a B

+

-tree for the following set of key values:

(2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31)

Assume that the tree is initially empty and values are added in asending order.

Construt B

+

-trees for the ases where the number of pointers that will �t in

one node is as follows:

a. Four

b. Six

. Eight

14.4 For eah B

+

-tree of Exerise 14.3, show the form of the tree after eah of the

following series of operations:

a. Insert 9.

b. Insert 10.

. Insert 8.

d. Delete 23.

e. Delete 19.
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14.5 Consider the modi�ed redistribution sheme for B

+

-trees desribed on page

651. What is the expeted height of the tree as a funtion of n?

14.6 Give pseudoode for a B

+

-tree funtion findRangeIterator(), whih is like the

funtion findRange(), exept that it returns an iterator objet, as desribed

in Setion 14.3.2. Also give pseudoode for the iterator lass, inluding the

variables in the iterator objet, and the next() method.

14.7 What would the oupany of eah leaf node of a B

+

-tree be if index entries

were inserted in sorted order? Explain why.

14.8 Suppose you have a relation r with n

r

tuples on whih a seondary B

+

-tree is

to be onstruted.

a. Give a formula for the ost of building the B

+

-tree index by inserting one

reord at a time. Assume eah blok will hold an average of f entries and

that all levels of the tree above the leaf are in memory.

b. Assuming a random disk aess takes 10 milliseonds, what is the ost

of index onstrution on a relation with 10 million reords?

. Write pseudoode for bottom-up onstrution of a B

+

-tree, whih was

outlined in Setion 14.4.4. You an assume that a funtion to e	iently

sort a large �le is available.

14.9 The leaf nodes of a B

+

-tree �le organization may lose sequentiality after a se-

quene of inserts.

a. Explain why sequentiality may be lost.

b. To minimize the number of seeks in a sequential san, many databases

alloate leaf pages in extents of n bloks, for some reasonably large n.

When the �rst leaf of a B

+

-tree is alloated, only one blok of an n-blok

unit is used, and the remaining pages are free. If a page splits, and its

n-blok unit has a free page, that spae is used for the new page. If the

n-blok unit is full, another n-blok unit is alloated, and the �rst n_2 leaf

pages are plaed in one n-blok unit and the remaining one in the seond

n-blok unit. For simpliity, assume that there are no delete operations.

i. What is the worst-ase oupany of alloated spae, assuming no

delete operations, after the �rst n-blok unit is full?

ii. Is it possible that leaf nodes alloated to an n-node blok unit are not

onseutive, that is, is it possible that two leaf nodes are alloated

to one n-node blok, but another leaf node in between the two is

alloated to a di�erent n-node blok?

iii. Under the reasonable assumption that bu�er spae is su	ient to

store an n-page blok, how many seeks would be required for a leaf-
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level san of the B

+

-tree, in the worst ase? Compare this number

with the worst ase if leaf pages are alloated a blok at a time.

iv. The tehnique of redistributing values to siblings to improve spae

utilization is likely to be more e	ient when used with the preeding

alloation sheme for leaf bloks. Explain why.

14.10 Suppose you are given a database shema and some queries that are exeuted

frequently. How would you use the above information to deide what indies

to reate?

14.11 In write-optimized trees suh as the LSM tree or the stepped-merge index, en-

tries in one level are merged into the next level only when the level is full.

Suggest how this poliy an be hanged to improve read performane during

periods when there are many reads but no updates.

14.12 What trade o�s do bu�er trees pose as ompared to LSM trees?

14.13 Consider the instrutor relation shown in Figure 14.1.

a. Construt a bitmap index on the attribute salary, dividing salary values

into four ranges: below 50,000, 50,000 to below 60,000, 60,000 to below

70,000, and 70,000 and above.

b. Consider a query that requests all instrutors in the Finane department

with salary of 80,000 or more. Outline the steps in answering the query,

and show the �nal and intermediate bitmaps onstruted to answer the

query.

14.14 Suppose you have a relation ontaining the x, y oordinates and names of

restaurants. Suppose also that the only queries that will be asked are of the

following form: The query spei�es a point and asks if there is a restaurant ex-

atly at that point. Whih type of index would be preferable, R-tree or B-tree?

Why?

14.15 Suppose you have a spatial database that supports region queries with irular

regions, but not nearest-neighbor queries. Desribe an algorithm to �nd the

nearest neighbor by making use of multiple region queries.
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